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TV
Friends Quiz 8

1. What is Phoebe's younger half-brother's name?

2. Joey gets a part in a movie playing the butt-double for which famous actor?

3. What does Ross draw on Rachel's face when she falls asleep on the plane?

4. Chandler's father goes by which drag queen name?

5. Chandler pretended to move to which country in order to end his relationship with Janice?

6. What names were given to the three triplets that Phoebe gave birth to?

7. What is the name of the monkey kept by Ross as a pet?

8. Fun Bobby was the boyfriend of which character?

9. Where does David 'the Scientist Guy' move in order to take part in a three-year research trip?

10. What was Ross and Chandler's college band called?

11. What was the name of the character played by Joey in Days Of Our Lives?

12. Who lived below Monica and Rachel's apartment and constantly complained about the noise?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Frank
2. Al Pacino
3. Moustache
4. Helena Handbasket
5. Yemen
6. Frank Jr Jr, Chandler, Leslie

7. Marcel
8. Monica
9. Minsk
10. Way, No Way
11. Dr Drake Ramoray
12. Mr. Heckles

Sphinx Phoenix 
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